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Infant Skull and Suture
Properties: Measurements and
Implications for Mechanisms of
Pediatric Brain Injury
The mechanical properties of the adult human skull are well documented, but little i
mation is available for the infant skull. To determine the age-dependent changes in
properties, we tested human and porcine infant cranial bone in three-point bending
measurement of elastic modulus in the human and porcine infant cranial bone agree
and extends previous published data [McPherson, G. K., and Kriewall, T. J. (1980
Biomech.,13, pp. 9–16] for human infant cranial bone. After confirming that the porcin
and human cranial bone properties were comparable, additional tensile and three-
bending studies were conducted on porcine cranial bone and suture. Comparisons
porcine infant data with previously published adult human data demonstrate tha
elastic modulus, ultimate stress, and energy absorbed to failure increase, and the ult
strain decreases with age for cranial bone. Likewise, we conclude that the elastic m
lus, ultimate stress, and energy absorbed to failure increase with age for sutures
constructed two finite element models of an idealized one-month old infant head, on
pediatric and the other adult skull properties, and subjected them to impact loadin
investigate the contribution of the cranial bone properties on the intracranial tis
deformation pattern. The computational simulations demonstrate that the compara
compliant skull and membranous suture properties of the infant brain case are assoc
with large cranial shape changes, and a more diffuse pattern of brain distortion t
when the skull takes on adult properties. These studies are a fundamental initial s
predicting the unique mechanical response of the pediatric skull to traumatic loads a
ciated with head injury and, thus, for defining head injury thresholds for childr
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Introduction
The response of the head to traumatic loading is intrinsic

linked to the anatomy and mechanical properties of the deve
ing skull/brain structure. The skull of the newborn consists of th
flexible plates composed of partially calcified bony tissue join
at their margins by patent, membranous sutures. In contrast to
stiff adult cranium, the infant skull is a compliant structure c
pable of substantial deformation under external loading.

Previous studies have reported the quasi-static elastic mod
of cranial bone@1,2# and the structural stiffness of fetal pariet
bone@3# but have not characterized the cranial sutures. Howe
there is a paucity of dynamic mechanical property data for
tissues constituting the infant brain case. Therefore, previous
mechanical studies of traumatic pediatric head injury@4–7# have
neglected the role of the skull when determining the mechan
response of the pediatric head to trauma, or have relied on q
tative approximations of its mechanical properties.

The aim of this paper is to define the mechanical propertie
the developing skull and sutures and to demonstrate their in
ence in the biomechanical response of the infant brain cas
impact loading. We report our results from a series of mechan
tests on cranial bone from infant humans, and cranial bone
suture from infant pigs. Specifically, we define the dynamic pr
erties of human infant cranial bone, correlate the mechanical
havior of human infant cranial bone with porcine infant cran
bone, and extend the results of the human cranial bone tests
the porcine data.

As a first-order demonstration of the influence that these a

Contributed by the Bioengineering Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF
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sion: January 7, 1999; revised manuscript received March 28, 2000. Associate
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dependent mechanical properties of cranial bone and suture
in protecting the infant brain from deformation during an impa
an idealized finite element model of the infant head was c
structed. Two models were constructed, a first with infant corti
bone and suture properties determined in the present study, a
second with adult cortical bone and suture properties obtai
from the literature. The two model formulations were exposed
identical loads, and the intracranial strains were compared.
gether, the experimental and computational studies reporte
this communication provide a foundation for predicting the uniq
mechanical response of the pediatric skull to traumatic loads
plied to the head.

Methods

Human Infant Cranial Bone: Harvest and Sample Prepara-
tion. Human infant cranial bone specimens were obtained at
topsy~N54 subjects! from the morgue at the Children’s Hospita
of Philadelphia under the approval of the Institutional Revie
Board~IRB! for human subject research. Subjects ranged from
weeks gestation to six months of age and were free from
craniofacial surgical procedures or injuries to the head. For e
subject, age, sex, date of death, and cause of death were reco
Due to standard autopsy procedures for removing the brain
bloc, no suture material could be collected from these subje
Bilateral strips of parietal bone adjacent to the sagittal suture w
excised and placed in a sealed container over a saline-so
gauze pad. The strips were then frozen at24°C until preparation
for testing.

To determine the age-related properties of cranial bone in
pendent of any inherent anisotropy or inhomogeneity, all bea
shaped specimens were cut from the parietal boneparallel to the
sagittal suture~Fig. 1! at room temperature, and the location a
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orientation of the samples remained constant across all subj
Test specimens were typically 3–5 mm wide and 20–25 mm lo
depending upon the size of the original donor sample. All spe
mens were cut with a diamond-coated cutting wheel~Stoelting
Co., Wood Dale, IL! mounted in a variable-speed Dremel Mot
Tool ~Dremel, Racine, WI! under a constant drip of saline. Te
specimens were refrozen at24°C until testing.

Porcine Cranial Bone and Suture: Harvest and Sample
Preparation. Neonate pigs~age 2–3 days,N530! were sacri-
ficed by a lethal injection of KCl as detailed in experimental p
tocols approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of
University of Pennsylvania. Time of death and age were recor
for each animal immediately post-mortem. The cranial vault
each animal was excised and frozen at24°C until preparation for
testing. Samples were randomized with respect to right or left s
but the location and orientation of the samples remained cons
across all studies.

Infant Cranial Bone and Suture: Three-Point Bending Spe
mens. The left or right side frontoparietal bones from excis
cranial vaults from 20 of the 30 infant pigs were prepared
testing in three-point bending to failure. Beam-shaped test sp
mens of parietal bone alone and frontoparietal bone with a por
of coronal suture penetrating the cross section of the beam w
cut from the cranial vault parallel to the sagittal suture~Fig. 1!.
Porcine specimen preparation and storage was identical to tha
the human.

Infant Cranial Bone and Suture: Tension Specimens.The left
or right side frontoparietal bones from excised cranial vaults
the remaining 10 infant pigs were prepared for testing in tens
to failure. Rectangular prismatic ‘‘blanks’’ of cranial bone or cr
nial bone with a portion of coronal suture penetrating the cr
section of the sample were prepared as described previousl
three-point bending samples. Each blank was machined to
tensile testing configuration with a typical gage section of 3
mm wide and 8–11 mm long. Tensile specimens were sha
with an aluminum oxide grinding wheel mounted in a variab
speed Dremel Moto-Tool under a constant drip of saline. The e
of each machined specimen were potted in polymethylmetha
late ~PMMA, Hygenic Corp., Akron, OH! to facilitate gripping of
the specimen without crushing it.

Care was taken to ensure that the potential for the sample to
within the PMMA blocks during testing was reduced by mach
ing a sloping profile in the embedded portion of the tissue sam
Slippage of the sample within the grips or the PMMA blocks w
monitored carefully during each test and was identified as a re
of constant force on a force-displacement curve. Three of
infant test specimens exhibited slippage within the PMMA bloc
and were eliminated from analysis.

Fig. 1 Infant cranial vault: Shaded areas represent approxi-
mate size and location of skull and suture samples removed.
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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Three-Point Bending Test Protocol. Samples of cranial
bone and suture were tested in three-point bending on a cus
designed fixture with an adjustable span~10–300 mm! built for an
Instron servohydraulic materials testing machine~Instron Corp.,
Canton, MA!. A stainless steel loading nose and supports wit
radius of 3.2 mm support were used to avoid excessive inde
tion and stress concentrations within the specimen~ASTM D 790-
98!. Three-point bending is suitable for ultimate strains less th
or equal to 5 percent, and four-point bending for larger ultim
strains ~ASTM D 790-98!. Ultimate strain data~determined in
tension! presented in Table 3 show that skull properties are w
within the accepted range, and suture ultimate strains~averaging 6
percent! are slightly higher than the accepted limit for three-po
bending tests. Centerline deflection of the specimen was de
mined from the displacement of the servohydraulic actuator,
force was measured with a 50 lb isometric load cell~Interface,
Inc., Scottsdale, AZ!. Centerline deflection and force data we
recorded via a PC-based, digital data acquisition system~National
Instruments, Austin, TX! as well as anX–Y recorder~Hewlett
Packard, Loveland, CO! for hardcopy backup.

Bone samples were warmed to room temperature in a bat
saline, placed on the bending fixture in a manner consistent w
simply supported boundary conditions and loaded midspan. E
constant rate bending test to failure was performed at 2.54 m
min or 2540 mm/min while centerline deflection, as measured
the displacement of the servohydraulic actuator, and force w
recorded. All tests were conducted at ambient room tempera
~25°C!. A constant span of 17 mm was used for all skull samp
~human and porcine! except for the samples from the six-mont
old human subject, which could accommodate a span of 30 m
In all tests, failure occurred directly under the point of load, on
tensile face of the beam, and the width and depth of each sp
men were measured directly adjacent to this point.

Tension Test Protocol. A custom-designed set of tensile te
grips was designed for use with an Instron servohydraulic m
rials testing machine~Instron Corp.!. The ends of the tensile tes
specimen embedded in PMMA were placed in the brass co
grips, and an extensometer~Instron Corp.! fastened to each of the
PMMA blocks with elastic bands measured the strain in
sample. Because excessive vibration was encountered while
suring low forces at the higher loading rate in tension, data fr
infant porcine cranial bone with and without sutures was obtai
in tension at 2.54 mm/min only.

Extensometer displacement and force were recorded as
scribed earlier for three-point bending. The displacement wit
the system was assumed to occur entirely within the gage sec
of the tissue sample. The gage length of each undeformed sp
men was measured prior to testing, and the width and thicknes
each test specimen were measured adjacent to the cross se
where fracture occurred. All samples failed within the ga
section.

Idealized Finite Element Model Development. A finite ele-
ment model of an idealized one-month-old infant head was c
structed using ANSYS 5.3~ANSYS Inc., Houston, PA!. The
model consisted of a rigid impactor plate, and a skull/brain w
five regions: the cranial bone of the skull, the sutures, the ante
fontanel, the foramen magnum, and the brain~Fig. 2!. The contact
problem was solved using LS-DYNA3D’s automatic surface-
surface contact formulation~LSTC, Livermore, CA!. The model
consisted of 12,772 elements and 11,823 nodes, and a zo
study was performed to verify convergence. The cranial bo
suture, fontanel, and foramen magnum were modeled using f
noded linear shell elements. The brain and impactor were mod
using eight-noded linear brick elements.

Two formulations, one using an infant cranial bone and anot
using adult cranial bone representations, were constructed
the same geometry, boundary conditions, brain properties,
loading conditions, differing only in the braincase material pro
AUGUST 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 365
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erties. The ‘‘infant’’ formulation was assigned pediatric mater
properties for the cranial bone and suture in the range of th
reported in Tables 1–3 and Kriewall@3#. In the ‘‘adult’’ formula-
tion the sutures were assumed to be completely fused, ha
properties similar to adult human cranial bone@8,9#. Skull mate-
rial properties are listed in Table 4.

Brain material properties were based on experimentally de
mined mechanical response of infant porcine brain tissue@10#.
The brain was represented as a linear viscoelastic solid

G~ t !5G`1~G02G`!e2bt (7)

where G`52.3231023 MPa, G055.9931023 MPa, and b
50.09248 s. The brain was assumed incompressible with a
modulus of 2110 MPa. The elastic modulus of the foramen m
num was chosen as 100 MPa to simulate the mechanical im
ance of the spinal cord to brainstem herniation.

The base of the cranial vault was fixed to simulate pure imp
loading with no rotation or translation of the head following im
pact. The brain and skull were assumed to be displacement c
patible, with no slip at the interface between the two material

The impact loading conditions were based on accelerat
measured by Duhaime et al.@5# in a biomechanical study o
shaken impact syndrome. Half-sinusoidal load-time histories w

Fig. 2 Schematic of finite element mesh. Refer to text for skull
and suture properties.

Table 1 Mechanical properties of human infant cranial bone in
three-point bending
366 Õ Vol. 122, AUGUST 2000
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a 10 ms pulse duration and peak magnitudes of 1000 N and 5
N were selected to simulate minor and severe impact loads
spectively. Loads were applied to the parietal region of the sku
45 deg relative to the vertical axis.

Data Analysis

Three-Point Bending Test Analysis. For each test specimen
the rupture modulus (s rupt), elastic modulus~E!, and energy per
unit volume absorbed to failure (U0) were calculated from the
measured force and centerline deflection data. Samples of cr
bone with and without sutures were analyzed identically. T
maximum bending stress was calculated using simple beam th
for rectangular cross sections, modified for a midspan point
cording to the expression@11#

s rupt5
3Pmax

2c3 S L

4
2

c

p D c20.133S Pmax

c D (1)

wheres rupt is the rupture modulus,Pmax is the maximum force per
unit width of the beam,c is the half-depth of the beam, andL is
the span. This formulation of bending stress applies exclusivel
the point on the tensile surface of the beam directly under
applied load, where failure is most likely to occur@8#. In every
bending test, we observed failure at this location.

Elastic modulus was calculated using beam theory accordin
the relationship

E5S F

v D L3

48I
(2)

whereF is the measured force,v is the centerline deflection,L is
the span of the beam, andI is the moment of inertia of the beam’
rectangular cross section. The linear elastic portion of the for
deflection curve was fit with a linear regression to obtain
quantityF/v used in Eq.~2!.

Energy absorbed to failure was calculated by

U05
E F•dv

V
(3)

and computed by integrating the digital force-deflection cu
with a simple trapezoid rule scheme and dividing by the volum
V, of the sample (width3depth3span).

Tensile Test Analysis. For each test specimen, ultimate stre
and yield stress (sult ,sy), ultimate strain and yield strain
(«ult ,«y), elastic modulus~E!, and energy per unit volume ab
sorbed to failure (U0) were calculated from the measured for

Table 2 Bending properties of porcine infant bone and suture
Transactions of the ASME
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~F! and displacement~d! data. Samples of cranial bone with an
without suture were analyzed identically. In this analysis it w
assumed that ‘‘necking’’ or ‘‘drawing’’ of the gage section of th
tensile specimens was negligible, and engineering stress and
grangian strain were used exclusively. Stress,s, was defined as

s5
F

A0
(4)

where A0 is the original cross-sectional area of the specim
Strain,«, was defined as

«5
d

L0
(5)

whereL0 is the initial gage length of the specimen. The ultima
stress,sult , was defined as the maximum stress during the exp
ment and the ultimate strain,«ult , was defined as the strain co
responding tosult .

The elastic modulus,E, was defined as the slope of the line
regression (s5E«) in elastic regime of the stress–strain curv
Because infant cranial bone and suture are capable of large p
deformations, the typical 0.2 percent offset yield criterion was
used in this analysis to definesy and «y . A power law plastic
behavior characterization proposed by Datsko@12# was fit to the
plastic regime of the stress–strain curve using the equation

s5s0«m (6)

wheres0 is called the ‘‘strain-strengthening coefficient,’’« is the
plastic strain, andm is called the ‘‘strain-strengthening expo
nent.’’ Yield strain, «yield , for the elastic–plastic material wa
defined as the intersection of the plastic regime power law cu
(s5s0«m) and the linear elastic regime regression lines
5E«) @12#. Yield strain was determined with a numerical optim
zation routine ~Microsoft Excel Solver, Microsoft Corp!. The
yield stress,syield , was defined as the measured value of stress
the experimental stress–strain curve associated with the calcu
«yield ~Fig. 3!. Energy absorbed to failure was obtained from E
~3!, replacing deflectionv with displacementd.

Table 4 Physical and material properties of finite element
skull models
echanical Engineering
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Results

Human Infant Cranial Bone. Rupture modulus, elastic
modulus, and energy absorbed to failure were evaluated for
man infant cranial bone samples in three-point bending~N54
subjects, 12 samples total! at ‘‘slow’’ ~2.54 mm/min! and ‘‘fast’’
~2540 mm/min! rates as listed in Table 1. The age given in Tab
1 is based on a term pregnancy of 40 weeks; thus the age
premature subject is listed as ‘‘gestational age’’ and the age
term subject is listed as ‘‘term’’ age, or age after birth.

The rupture modulus, elastic modulus, and energy absorbe
failure for both loading rates are plotted as a function of age
Figs. 4~a!–~c!, respectively. Unlike the age convention in Table
the abscissa of all plots is in continuous weeks’ of age, with
weeks representing birth. Due to the small number of samp
tested, few statistical conclusions may be drawn from these d
including a statistical analysis of rate dependence. However
three parameters measured show an increase in their respe
magnitudes as a function of age. This increase appears to
place between birth and six months of age. It may be argued
increases in rupture modulus and elastic modulus also occur
tween 25 weeks gestation and birth, but the data are inconclu

Porcine Infant Cranial Bone and Suture. Porcine skull test-
ing complemented and extended the human data, and allowe

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of yield criteria for tensile tests
AUGUST 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 367
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more extensive analysis of the rate dependence of bone an
ture. The mechanical property data measured for the infant
cine cranial bone are presented in two portions: results from th
point bending tests and results from tensile tests.

Three-Point Bending Test Results.The elastic modulus, rup
ture modulus, and energy absorbed to failure were determined
porcine cranial bone and suture at slow~2.54 mm/min! and fast
~2540 mm/min! loading rates. Table 2 lists the mean and stand
error of the bending properties of porcine infant cranial bone
suture for slow and fast loading rates. The data were arranged

Fig. 4 Human infant cranial bone specimens: „a… rupture
modulus, „b… elastic modulus, and „c… energy absorbed to fail-
ure plotted against age
368 Õ Vol. 122, AUGUST 2000
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four groups for parametric analysis to facilitate analysis of diff
ences in mechanical behavior between tissue types~bone versus
suture! and rates~slow versus fast!. A two-tailed Student’st-test
assuming unequal variances was used to determine whether a
nificant difference existed between each pair of correspond
mean values at the level ofp<0.05. The elastic modulus of bon
was significantly greater than suture at both loading rates.
rupture modulus and energy absorbed to failure were not sig
cantly different between bone and suture at either loading r
The comparison between fast and slow loading rates revealed
loading rate significantly affected the rupture modulus and ela
modulus. The rupture modulus and elastic modulus of both b
and suture were significantly greater at the fast loading rate tha
the slow loading rate. The energy absorbed to failure in pedia
bone and suture was not significantly affected by loading rate

Tensile Test Results. The results of the tensile tests of porcin
infant cranial bone and suture at 2.54 mm/min are presente
Table 3. Significant differences~p<0.5, using two-tailed Stu-
dent’st-test assuming unequal variances! between bone and sutur
were found in the yield strain, ultimate strain, and elastic mo
lus. The yield stress, ultimate stress, and energy absorbed to
ure were not significantly different between bone and sutu
These results are consistent with the findings from the three-p
bending tests; however, only the value of energy absorbed to
ure in tension was statistically similar to bending (p.0.05) at the
slow loading rate. The disparity between the elastic modulus
bending and in tension is most likely due to the differences in
methods and analysis. Specifically, the bending analysis relie
beam theory to calculate the modulus whereas the tensile
measures the modulus directly. Likewise, the maximum stress
bending test~rupture modulus! is calculated from beam theory
whereas the maximum stress in a tensile test~ultimate stress! is
measured directly.

Idealized Finite Element Model Results.The deformation of
the braincase and the resulting intracranial strains were hig
sensitive to the properties of the cranial vault~Fig. 5!. The peak
intrusion of the impactor was more than 100 percent greater in
simulation with the infant cranial bone representation than t
with the adult~4 versus 2 mm, and 10 versus 4 mm for the 10
and 5000 N loads, respectively!. Furthermore, impact loading to
the infant braincase resulted in diffuse, bilateral hemispheric
tribution of maximum principal strains greater than zero in t
brain, whereas impact to the model with adult cranial bone pr
erties produced primarily focal, unilateral brain deformation
Maximum principal strains in excess of 0.15 have been associ

Fig. 5 Maximum principal strain in idealized infant head finite
element model at tÄ5 ms „at peak load … for adult braincase
properties and pediatric properties, for half-sine load magni-
tudes of 1000 N and 5000 N, respectively
Transactions of the ASME
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with functional failure of the neural and vascular tissues@13,14#.
Although further research is necessary to describe the com
three-dimensional geometry and properties of the infant h
more accurately, these results in an idealized finite element m
of a one-month-old infant support the hypothesis that impact lo
ing, commonly associated with focal brain injury in a stiffer ad
braincase@15#, may produce diffuse injury in the compliant brain
case of the infant.

Discussion
The goal of our study was to define the age-dependent mech

cal behavior of the skull. Therefore, a simplified material mo
was assumed in which cranial bone and sutures are homogen
Hookean elastic materials capable of sustaining yield before
ure. Care was taken to minimize the effects of anisotropy
inhomogeneity in all studies by consistently harvesting specim
from the same location and orientation across all subjects, and
effects of any minor variation in sample orientation was neglec
during data analysis. Although specimens had a slight initial c
vature over the span, the error caused by the initial curvatur
each specimen was considered negligible for data analysis@1#.

The important limitation of our experimental study was th
porcine skull may not be an adequate model for human sk
Dobbing and colleagues@16,17# compared human central nervou
system~CNS! development with several other species to deve
an interspecies CNS scaling relationship and determined that
ing the first decade of human life, months of life in a human w
roughly comparable to weeks in a pig. Although this scaling re
tion is for the CNS, we have adopted it for our porcine sk
studies, in the absence of any other evidence regarding inte
cies scaling. Thus, as a first approximation, and a 2–3-day-old
correlates roughly with a less than one-month-old human n
born. This age-scaling assumption is supported in the next sec
by comparing human and porcine results.

Human Infant Cranial Bone. McPherson and Kriewall pub
lished a series of papers characterizing the elastic modulus of
parietal bone in three-point bending at a quasi-static loading
@1–3#. Their results demonstrate a significant variation in the e
tic modulus due to the orientation of clearly visible fibers with
the bending specimen. Test specimens in McPherson’s study
carefully prepared so the fibers were oriented parallel or perp
dicular to the long axis of the specimen. In our study, all of t
human and porcine bending samples were oriented with the fi
perpendicular to the long axis of the bending specimen. W
compared with McPherson’s data for perpendicularly oriented
bers, our data agree well with their published results~Fig. 6!.

Between birth and six months of age, the single layer of cort
bone that forms the newborn’s skull begins to differentiate str

Fig. 6 Elastic modulus versus age for human infant cranial
bone. Human data obtained in the current study shows agree-
ment with the literature for quasi-static three-point bending.
Journal of Biomechanical Engineering
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turally into the composite sandwich structure of the mature sk
In our six-month-old human subject~#4 in Table 1!, the fibers in
the parietal bone were not visible, and differentiation of the sk
into its cortical and cancellous bony sandwich structure w
clearly evident. In Figs. 4~a!–~c!, structural differentiation of the
cranial bone between birth and six months corresponds to an
crease in the rupture modulus, elastic modulus, and energy
sorbed to failure. Studies by Kriewall have determined that
ash content of term infant cranial bone is not significantly diffe
ent from mature, composite cranial bone@2#. Kriewall concluded
that structural differentiation, rather than ash content, most lik
accounts for the increase in the elastic modulus of cranial b
with increasing age.

We hypothesize that the structural differentiation of cran
bone might also account for the increase in rupture modulus
energy absorbed to failure we observed in our tests. Mature
nial bone may be idealized as an engineering sandwich struc
with a low-density core surrounded by stiff skins@18#. Merely by
increasing skull thickness, the diploe¨ layer of the adult skull
serves to increase its bending strength compared to the imma
skull. In addition, because the diploe¨ also stiffens the sandwich
structure, it also enhances the skull’s energy absorbing proper
The increased flexural strength provided by the cortical skin m
terial and the energy absorbing capability of the thicker struct
make the cranial bone of the mature skull a lightweight, efficie
structure for carrying external loads in bending. We conclude t
the structural properties of the developing skull are the most
portant factors in determining its overall mechanical response
external loads.

Although our study of human cranial bone was limited to a ve
small number of specimens, our results show good agreem
with the few published data. However, the sparse mechanical
currently in the literature do not include any studies on the m
chanical response of pediatric cranial sutures, and the rate de
dence or failure criteria of pediatric cranial bone and suture. T
use of a porcine infant animal model greatly extends the scop
our mechanical investigations to study these factors.

Porcine Infant Cranial Bone and Suture. One of the impor-
tant findings in our porcine animal model is that the elastic mo
lus, rupture modulus, and energy absorbed to failure of porc
infant cranial bone are similar to that of the human infant in thr
point bending~Figs. 7~a!–~c!!. Two other important findings in
our study are the comparative properties between cranial bone
suture in the infant, and the rate-dependence of those tissues
the remainder of this discussion, we will assume that all of
properties of infant cranial bone and suture from the human
pig are similar, and conclusions drawn from our porcine data
valid for the human skull.

Pediatric Skull. Pediatric cranial bone is composed of car
laginous matrix upon which stiff hydroxyapetite crystals are d
posited to form dense cortical bone. We observed little or
cancellous diploe¨ layer present in the cross section of bone fro
2–3-day-old pigs. Pediatric sutures are patent, membranous
joints between adjacent, developing bony plates.

The current study demonstrated significant differences betw
infant porcine cranial bone and suture for the elastic modu
yield strain and ultimate strain, regardless of loading rate. Bon
significantly stiffer than suture, and yields and fails at strains s
nificantly lower than suture. This is an important result beca
structural injury models of the infant head must include the hin
like behavior of the immature sutures. Furthermore, the ene
absorbed to failure, yield stress, and failure stress~or rupture
modulus! of cranial bone and suture are not significantly differe
regardless of loading rate.

Currently there are no data in the literature that characterize
effect of loading rate on the mechanical properties of infant c
nial bone. Pediatric cranial bone is essentially cortical bone, an
ash content varies little with development of the skull, it is re
AUGUST 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 369
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sonable to compare our infant porcine data with previously p
lished investigations of the rate-dependent mechanical behavi
adult human cranial cortical bone. Wood tested human cra
cortical bone in tension without the diploe¨ layer and reported, as
functions of increasing loading rate, increases in the elastic mo
lus and ultimate stress, a decrease in the ultimate strain, an
significant rate-dependent effect on energy absorbed to fa
@19#. Our bending tests of infant porcine cranial bone show s

Fig. 7 „a… Elastic modulus of porcine and human infant cranial
bone determined from three-point bending tests; „b… rupture
modulus of porcine and human infant cranial bone; „c… energy
absorbed to failure of porcine and human infant cranial bone;
slow rate „2.54 mm Õmin … and fast rate „2540 mm Õmin …
370 Õ Vol. 122, AUGUST 2000
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nificant rate-dependent increases in rupture modulus and el
modulus, but not in energy absorbed to failure. We conclude
porcine infant cranial bone exhibits rate-dependent behavior s
lar to adult human cortical bone.

Although their rate-dependent behavior is similar, the mag
tude of porcine infant cranial bone mechanical properties di
considerably from those of adult human cortical bone. The ela
modulus for human neonatal parietal bone ranges between
and 4240 MPa in quasi-static three-point bending~@1# and current
study!, and porcine cranial bone ranges between 615 and 809 M
in quasi-static~2.54 mm/min! three-point bending and tension
respectively. Wood reported a quasi-static elastic modulus
adult cortical bone in tension of'12,000 MPa@19#. Likewise, the
ultimate stress and ultimate strain for pediatric cranial bone
quasi-static tension are 10.5 MPa and 0.034 mm/mm, res
tively, as compared to Wood’s values of'70 MPa and'0.007
mm/mm. The differences between pediatric bone and adult co
cal bone may be due to incomplete calcification or interspec
differences.

Pediatric Suture. Currently there are no data in the literatu
regarding the rate-dependent mechanical properties of pedi
sutures. Our study has also shown that pediatric sutures ex
rate-dependent mechanical behavior. In bending, suture ti
shows significant rate-dependent increases in rupture modulus
elastic modulus, but no significant rate-dependent increase in
ergy absorbed to failure. We conclude that the suture of the in
skull does not demonstrate enhanced ability to absorb energy
ing high rate loading.

The immature suture is composed of a series of periosteal
endosteal membranes spanning the gap between adjacent
plates of the pediatric skull. In bending and tension, failure of
suture was caused by a separation of the membrane from
adjacent bone, and not a rupture of the membrane itself. We
clude that significant differences exist between the mechan
properties of immature cranial bone and suture, and these dis
tions must be included in a structural injury model of the infa
head.

Adult Cranial Bone and Sutures. Adult human cranial bone
resembles a classical engineering sandwich structure compos
stiff facings of cortical bone~the inner and outer tables! and a
compliant, lightweight core of cancellous bone~the diploë!. Adult
cranial sutures are the highly complex structures joining the bo
of the skull that are composed of interdigitated edges of adjac
cranial bone spanned by collagenous fibers.

As a stiff functional unit, the cranial bones and sutures serve
protect the brain from impact injury. Sutures have been teste
bending@20,21# and in pendulum impact tests to determine t
mechanical properties of the joints in the skull. Jaslow dem
strated that frontoparietal sutures absorb more energy during
pact than adjacent cranial bone, and hypothesized that the p
ence of collagen within the suture and the highly irregular surf
created during failure are thought to provide the suture w
higher energy absorbing capabilities than bone@21#. In support of
this theory, collagen has been shown to absorb at least 100 t
more energy than bone per unit volume of tissue@22#, and exami-
nation of fracture surfaces of cranial bone and suture indicate
the fracture surface of the suture is much more irregular than
planar fracture surfaces of the bone~@21#; our observations!. To-
gether, the present study and previous data@8,20,21# support the
concept that the sutures in the adult skull may function as sh
absorbers during impact loading of the skull, while bone m
carry and distribute the load.

Adult human cranial bone and its individual components ha
been tested in tension@9,19,23#, bending @8#, compression
@9,23,24# and simple shear@9# in order to characterize the me
chanical response of the skull to traumatic loads. By combin
the human and porcine skull data from the current study with
data in the literature, the age-dependent properties of the s
Transactions of the ASME
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may be defined. The elastic modulus of composite human cra
bone in bending increases from<1000~quasi-static! to 1371~dy-
namic! MPa at birth to'8000 MPa at maturity@8#. The quasi-
static ultimate stress of cranial bone in tension increases from
Mpa ~porcine! at birth to 43@9# to 70 MPa@23# at maturity. The
quasi-static ultimate strain in tension decreases from .034 mm
~porcine! at birth to '0.0052 mm/mm@8# at maturity. For the
adult cortical bone layer only, Wood reported an elastic modu
of 12,000 MPa in tension@19#. Because mature sutures have pro
erties similar to adult cranial bone@20#, the elastic modulus and
ultimate stress of sutures increase from'200 MPa~porcine! and
7 MPa ~porcine! respectively at birth to the values for adult cr
nial bone as previously stated.

Conclusion
We have shown that the elastic modulus and the rupture mo

lus of infant cranial bone and suture increase significantly w
loading rate but do not approach adult values. Most importan
the energy absorbed to failure in each of the pediatric tissues
not change significantly with loading rate. The energy absorbe
failure for mature cranial sutures, as reported by Jaslow, is 0.
N•mm/mm3 @21# compared with 0.1737 N•mm/mm3 for the infant
porcine cranial sutures at the fast loading rate~2540 mm/min!.
Jaslow has also demonstrated that sutures absorb signific
more energy during impact than cranial bone, regardless of de
of interdigitation, confirming the shock absorbing role of the s
tures in the skull@21#. We conclude that the shock absorbin
capabilities of the cranial suture are not present in the infant.

To summarize, the elastic modulus, ultimate stress, and en
absorbed to failure increase, and the ultimate strain decreases
age for cranial bone. Likewise, the elastic modulus, ultim
stress, and energy absorbed to failure increase with age fo
tures. A thin, pliant skull and patent sutures predispose the hea
the newborn to large shape changes during external load
These structural features are necessary during birth, where q
static head molding allows the passage of the head through
birth canal with minimal trauma. However, these same struct
features leave the skull of the newborn with little ability to res
and absorb the large energies associated with traumatic loa
As calcification and differentiation of the skull take place, t
infant skull begins to gain the necessary material and struct
adaptations to protect the brain from trauma. The properties
sented in this communication for infant skull and suture are n
essary to predict the unique mechanical response of the ped
skull to traumatic loads associated with head injury and, thus,
first step in identifying head injury thresholds for children.
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